Mohawk Finishing Products
Division of RPM Wood Finishes Group, Inc.

Product Data Sheet

Blendal® Powder Stains
M370-Series – 36 colors
Available in 1 ounce & 16 ounce containers

Product Description: Mohawk Blendal® Powder Stain contains extra fine ground touch-up pigment colors used for spot color replacement on all types of furniture, cabinets, plastics, leather, vinyl and in hundreds of other finishing applications. Best results are obtained when applied with LACOVER® padding finish. Compatible with various other padding agents, "French Polish", lacquer, shellac, varnish, synthetic finishes and Graining Liquid. Apply with a "padding pad" or brush.

Advantages:
1. Easy to use
2. Compatible with many finishes
3. Pre-color matched
4. Very lightfast

Characteristics:
- Weight per gallon: 19 – 28 lbs/gl*
- Solids % (wt): 100%
- Solids % (vol): 100%
- VOC’s (coating): 0 lbs/gal (0.0 g/l)
- VOC’s (material): 0 lbs/gal (0.0 g/l)

VHAP’s: 0.0 lbs VHAP’s/lb solids
Package life: 3 years
*Varies between colors
All values theoretical; not intended to be exact QC specifications.
HMIS: Health – 1, Flammability – 0, Reactivity – 0, Personal Protection - X

Directions: Apply by padding or brush methods with any Mohawk padding lacquer or compatible solvent to apply spot color replacement. Mohawk Blendal® Powders must be top coated with appropriate aerosol clear lacquers when final spot repair is complete.

Safety and Other Precautions: Read MSDS for precautions before using product.

MSDS: If Material Safety Data Sheet is required, contact:
Mohawk Finishing Products
Division of RPM Wood Finishes Group, Inc.
P.O. Box 22000 Phone: 1-800-545-0047
Hickory, NC 28603 Fax: 1-800-721-1545

INFORMATION and LIMITED WARRANTY DISCLAIMER
To the best of our knowledge the technical data contained herein is true and accurate on the date of publication and is subject to change without prior notice. User must contact Mohawk Finishing Products to verify correctness before specifying or ordering. No guarantee of accuracy is given or implied. We assume no responsibility for coverage, performance or injuries resulting from use. The data on this sheet represents estimated and typical values. Since application variables are a major factor in product performance, this information should serve only as a general guide. We sell the products without warranty. Users assume all responsibility and liability for use. Loss or damage arising from the use of our products whether used alone or in combination with our products is the responsibility of the user.

MOHAWK FINISHING PRODUCTS MAKES NO WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, AND DISCLAIMS ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES INCLUDING WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR USE OR FREEDOM FROM PATENT INFRINGEMENT. MOHAWK FINISHING PRODUCTS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES. Your only remedy for any defect in this product is the replacement of the defective product, or a refund of its purchase price, at our option. The information on this sheet, as well as the products referenced herein, shall be considered “Confidential Information”. Wet samples and uncured samples of these products shall be maintained as confidential and shall not be disclosed to any third party without the prior written permission of Mohawk Finishing Products.